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HORT at KK Outlet

Blog Archive
▼ 2014 (12)
▼ September (12)
HORT at KK Outlet
Exhibition installed at 119
Lower Clapton Road
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A list to inspire creativity...
Designjunction at London
Design Festival 2014
Constructing Worlds:
Photography and
Architecture ...
Save the Bees with Barnes &
Webb
Similarly Different at The Print
House
Goodbye G143
Sub-versive Design
Coming soon.... New Work at
119 Lower Clapton Road...
John Beech - an accidental
influence?
Centrepoint Billboards
► 2013 (56)
► 2012 (76)
► 2011 (56)
► 2010 (21)
About me
chris roberts

Permanent Pleasure 2014 1of1
Hand printed on Munken pure 100gr/m2 (702x1020mm)
Object frame, lime wood, museum glass

London, United Kingdom
Educator, Artist, Maker, Explorer,
Observer and Recorder. I work at
Central Saint Martins where I am
the Programme Director for
Foundation Art & Design. Over 15
years I have taught a variety of
subjects but specialise in
drawing, research, design
concepts and idea development.
My own work is predominantly
made utilising a variety of
materials and techniques to
produce textural and image
based mixed media structures.
This blog is a online sketchbooks
of ideas, observations and works
in progress. It includes influences
and inspirations from a wide
variety of creative fields.
View my complete profile

Follow by Email
http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/
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Email address...

Submit

Follow @chrisroberts72

check out some far more
interesting sites and blogs:
A Continuous Lean.
One Year Later | The East
Dane Anniversary Collection. To celebrate its first birthday
the menswear site East Dane
has tapped a group of
designers to create a 24-piece
collection of exclusive clothing
that you ...
10 minutes ago

Apartment Therapy Main
Ann's "Color Me Happy" Room —
Room for Color Contest [image:
54106b9a697ab023ca00084f]
Chip It! Like this entry?
Favorite it below! Name: Ann
Location: Mound, MN Division:
Warm Inspiration for my...
16 minutes ago

Flavorwire
Don’t Work for Free — or Even
Cheap — for Rich People - Lena
Dunham, … Read More
33 minutes ago

Aquarium Drunkard
Bomboclat! Island Soak 5 ::
Jamaican Vintage Dub (A
Mixtape) - Just in time to help
you squeeze the last remnants
of heat out of this Indian
summer, the fifth installment
of our ongoing Bomboclat!
series is an atmosphe...
38 minutes ago

Never disappointed by the exhibitions at KK, this
one featuring a body of work that was the result of
a collaborative workshop in Rome is a great example
of the kinds of work they feature here: Experimental
typography and publications. High quality products
with exciting design, this show is no different with
the
limited
production
newspaper
being
given
away throughout the show.

Dezeen
MVRDV designed the Markthal
Rotterdam to be "as proud as
possible" - *Movie:* in this
exclusive interview, architect
Winy Maas of MVRDV explains
how the firm developed the
distinctive curving arch design
of the Markthal i...
45 minutes ago

ArchDaily
Posted by chris roberts at 03:25

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/

No comments:

Rock on a Slope /
Unterlandstättner Architekten
- Architects:
*Unterlandstättner
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Exhibition installed at 119 Lower Clapton Road

Architekten* Location:
*Munich, Germany* Design
Team: *Meike Kübel, Anke
Göckelmann, Telemach Rieff*
Area: *120.0 sqm* Year: *...
46 minutes ago

ikea hacker
Making a loft bed from the
DALSELV - Materials: DALSELV
When we realised that we will
become parents for the first
time, we had to create a
bedroom for our little
daughter. Therefore we used
o...
1 hour ago

The Fox Is Black
David Benjamin Sherry’s MonoColor Landscapes Are Far From
Monotonous - New York’s
illustrious photography gallery,
Danziger, has inaugurated its
new space at 521 West 23rd
Street with the first NYC
showing of David Benjamin
Sh...
1 hour ago

FFFFOUND! / EVERYONE
Sneak preview of show installed last night at 119
Lower Clapton Road. The work looks great next to the
furniture, a continuity of materials and aesthetic
between both.
Private View on Thursday 2nd October 6.30pm until
9pm.

Posted by chris roberts at 03:23

No comments:
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A list to inspire creativity...
Science Fiction
Truth
State
Assemble
Compact
Declare
Space
Cocoon
Factory
Formulate
Assert

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/

1821_full.jpg (JPEG Billede,
450x338 pixels) - via
http://images.google.dk/imgr
es?
imgurl=http://www.rosa.org/v
3/uploads/gallery/1/1821_full
.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.ro
sa.org/v4/home/view.php3%3F
Section...
1 hour ago

The Sartorialist
Compare - [image:
banglesforweb]
1 hour ago

Better Living Through
Design
Flash Rectangular, Square, and
Round Tables - Good news,
there’s a Tom Dixon Design
Sale now through October 15.
That means savings on all sorts
of wonderful things, like the
Flash Rectangular Table, F...
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Collaborative
Innovate
Engate
Investigate
Act
Debate
Multi-Story

2 hours ago

I saw this list on a poster for the BA Architecture
course at UCA Canterbury a couple of years ago. I
like the idea off lists as creative jumping off
points, points of departure and investigation.

2 hours ago

Posted by chris roberts at 07:57

Design*Sponge
How To Paint a Tile Backsplash
- I know what you’re thinking,
and the answer is yes, you can
totally paint a tile backsplash.
It’s all about planning your
design and having the right
mater...

No comments:
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Designjunction at London Design Festival 2014
An undoubted highlight for me at this years was the
new design collaboration between Konstantin Grcic
and Laufen on these ceramic basins. A perfect blend
of domestic chic and urban textured surfaces.
With the sci-fi display completing the whole scene I
was drawn to the glow of the lights emerging from
behind the walls to reveal these objects glistening
on their benches.

Strange Maps | Big Think
Shrug This! Atlas and the
Weight of Heaven - Ayn Rand
almost called her last novel
*The Strike*, but felt that her
magnum opus deserved a more
symbolic, less descriptive
title. She settled on *Atlas S...
2 hours ago

Inside/Out
Mind Games: In Search of
Artistic Inspiration - How do
artists seek, find, or create
inspiration? As an
artist/educator, I often find
myself gathering inspiration
for my own work from my
experiences teac...
2 hours ago

Colossal
Digital Artist Giuseppe
Randazzo Creates Elaborate
Arrays of 3D-Printed Stones Stone Field 00 / exp00 –
simple attractor exponential
field. Digital rendering. Stone
Field 05 / three attractors
field. Digital rendering. Stone
Field 04 ...
3 hours ago

The Quietus | All Articles
WIN: Jim Jones Revue's Last
Show Tickets - We've got a pair
of tickets to give away to the
band's final gig, this Saturday,
at The Forum in London
3 hours ago

TEDTalks
TED: Gail Reed:
Where to train
the world's
doctors? Cuba. Gail Reed
(2014) - Big problems need big
solutions, sparked by big
ideas, imagination and
audacity. In this talk,
journalist Gail Reed profiles

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/
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On the other had the other that drew my attention
was a much more lo-fi and interactive one, the
practice of Dr Jane Norris of Studio Viatopia which
was launched at the show. By asking visitors to
participate she was interrogating the possibilities
of material combination, craft and manufacture
through chance. Given a map of the world with what
looked like cities dotted all ver it we were asked
to repeatedly crumple the paper until it became a
supple, flexible form at which stage we then
instructed to 'score' a line across the globe. This
seemingly random line would then determine a set of
material possibilities - many of which were the
basis for the display. This project reminded me very
much of the exploratory kind of projects carried out
during the initial phases of the Foundation Diploma
course, the experimental and intuitive approach that
encourage risk taking and open mindedness are
crucial at this leaping off point to promote
innovation and freedom in making work.
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one big solution worth
noting:...
4 hours ago

GORILLA VS. BEAR
premiere: Eyedress – When I’m
Gone (feat. GEoRGiA) - Young
Manila-based producer Idris
Vicuña — better known as
Eyedress — follows up his
ominous,... Read more »
4 hours ago

feltron
Lifelogging Lab | Science
Gallery - Lifelogging Lab |
Science Gallery: If you could
measure everything…would
you? Calling all trackers,
quantifiers, analysers and
creative counters. Scienc...
5 hours ago

It's Nice That
On spec work, contests and
whether they have any place
in the industry - [image: List]
In recent months the question
of so-called spec work has
been raised with us over social
media in light of various
design competitions we h...
5 hours ago

Guardian | Design
Paw prints: share your
artworks about animals - As
the Wildlife Photographer of
the Year exhibition turns 50,
let your imagination run wild,
and share your art featuring or
inspired by animals - See...
6 hours ago

NOTCOT.ORG
Colourful Zombie Safe Zone
Maps. These state... Colourful Zombie Safe Zone
Maps. These state maps
highlight escape routes for the
most popular cities that are
prone to outbreak. Created by
Toronto based ...
7 hours ago

BOOOOOOOM!
I relate to the notion of making suggested by the
term 'speculative design and critical craft' that
Norris
employs
to
contextualize
this
research practice. The resulting objects are both
simple and effective.

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/

Booooooom x Herschel Supply:
“Drawing On The Past” Art
Show Opens Today Vancouver! Our “Drawing On
The Past” art show with
Herschel Supply opens today
at Burrard Arts Foundation
(108 East Broadway). The
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gallery is open to the...
7 hours ago

Posted by chris roberts at 14:18

No comments:

Constructing Worlds: Photography and Architecture
in the Modern Age - Barbican Centre
This show which opened today at the Barbican focuses
on
the
relationship
between
photography
and
architecture, two unlikely but oft found bed
fellows. As someone who uses photography and is
inspired and influenced by architecture in equal
measure, I was intrigued to see this show. As many
of these private views often are now, due to the bar
with free drinks being located adjacent and said
drinks
not
being
allowed
into
the
gallery,
the exhibition was easily accessible. The meant
being able to wander freely amongst some of the
great photo works of the 20th century that use
architecture as their primary source material in the
brutalist architectural warren that is the barbican
gallery (no doubt an amusing ruse for the curators
and promoters) moving through decades and geography
as each room focussed on the work on one particular
artists or photographer.

Caught by the River
Faber New Poets 10: Will Burns
- The Caught by the River Book
of the Month for October.
Reviewed by John Andrews.
The final lines of ‘Stretch’ the
last poem in Will Burns first
collection,...
12 hours ago

The Sell! Sell! Blog
Will It Be Emotional Chips Or
Rational Spuds? - (Sing along)
*Will it be chips or jacket
spuds?* *Will it be salad or
frozen peas?* *Will it be
mushrooms?* *Fried onion
rings.* *You’ll have to wait and
see...
14 hours ago

Things Organized Neatly
SUBMISSION: Volusia County
Fair. Florida. Fall 2013.
editor:... - *SUBMISSION:
*Volusia County Fair. Florida.
Fall 2013. *editor: Epic!*
15 hours ago

the impossible cool.
Lee Miller, 1931. - Lee Miller,
1931.
1 day ago

Sean O'Hagan | Guardian
Camera shy: the religious
community that shuns the
limelight - Bolivias Mennonites
have forsaken the modern
world, but Jordi Ruiz Cireras
new book of striking portraits
captures the beauty of their
austere lives In 2...
1 day ago

DESIGNSPOTTER
Foglio 120 - new 120 measure
for toglio mirror. Its minimal
design suites to every spaces
of the house, not only to the
bathroom. Bright, light and
functional with..
1 day ago

CoolHunter Media RSS Feed
Amazing Places To Experience
Around The Globe (Part 7) 1 day ago
Hiroshi Sugimoto, World Trade Center, (Minoru Yamasaki), 1997

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/

In The Make
Storm Tharp - On my shelves
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are numerous books on the
craft of fiction, many of which
are vestiges of my grad school
days that I now don’t open up
nearly as often as I s...
2 days ago

1000 Words Photography
Magazine Blog
Archisle: The
Jersey
Contemporary
Photography
Programme 2015
- *Archisle: The
Jersey Contemporary
Photography Programme*,
hosted by the Société Jersiaise
(Jersey Society) in the British
Channel Island of Jersey
prom...

Amongst the many highlight for me was Hiroshi
Sugimoto sets out in his work 'to trace the
beginnings of our age via architecture' using a
process of camera and film manipulation he calls:
twice
infinity
to
create
these
haunting,
shimmering abstracts of space and form. Using B&W as
the medium renders the structures as shapes, tones
and gently moving images.

2 days ago

internet k-hole
I MOVED!! - had to switch to a
tumblr which sucks, but i'll
update it daily!
internetkholeblog.tumblr.com
2 days ago

"Nowness RSS"
New Build: Look In Vain Sunday, September 28, 2014
“Felix is like my brother;
we’ve known each other so
long that it’s like working with
another aspect of yourself,”
says New Bui...
3 days ago

Neasden Control Centre
Scope Artfair
Watchtower Flashback to my
installation at
the Scope
Artfair in Basel NCC watchtower installation.
See more of this work here:
3 days ago

Mr X Stitch
Newsflash – Royal School of
Needlework levels up! - We've
Moved! Update your Reader
Now. This feed has moved to:
*http://feeds.feedblitz.com/
mrxstitch* Update your reader
now with this changed
subscription...
4 days ago

Osiris liked the scale of the Gursky, but what was
striking to me was the mix of beauty and decay,
http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/

Wooster Collective
Viavia Project - Protection:
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the glance of mundane and glamour and the reoccurring sense of awe at sheer scale and form of
the world we inhabit and surround ourselves in. How
that landscape shifts as a result of taste,
technology, war, massive acts of natural destruction
and the human condition in sensing our place in this
constructed environment is fascinating.
Seeing
all
of
these
works
together
in
one
place represents some feat and its not always that
I want to return to an exhibition but this is one
that I will for sure.
Jane Alison, Head of Visual Arts, Barbican, said:

01/10/2014 20:47

The protector of emigrants
This is a shout out to all the
people around the world
risking their lifes every day
trying to cross borders in an...
5 days ago

Information Is Beautiful
Knowledge is Beautiful UK
edition – out today Knowledge is Beautiful: 196
new hand-crafted infographics
and visualisations, freeranging across many subjects
areas: science, power, money,
health, film,...
6 days ago

but does it float
“Photography and architecture have a long and
shared history and yet amazingly this is the
first major exhibition in London to throw light
on this relationship. Featuring leading
photographers who between them have represented
some of the most important architecture of the
20th century, the exhibition brings together two
key strands of Barbican Art Gallery’s programme.
It is a must see for anyone interested in how we
understand architecture and equally the dramatic
global shifts in society in the post-war period.

I Am Whoever You Want Me to
Be - Paintings by Dorothy
Iannone .shrink5 img { width:
540px; height: auto; } Folkert
1 week ago

Since its inauguration in the early 1980s the Art
Gallery has championed photography through
important thematic and solo figure exhibitions
including American Images: Photography 19451980 (1984); William Eggleston: Ancient and
Modern(1992) and more recently In the Face of
History: European Photographers in the Twentieth
Century (2006); and Everything Was Moving:
Photography from the 60s and 70s(2012).

*fruitpunch
Life Update /
Ciao For Now So I'm headed to
Italy today.
Which is crazy,
and totally
hasn't sunk in yet. Sort of for
fun, sort of for work. I'm
getting really good at mixing
the two,...
1 week ago

Our passion for photography continues unabated
and we greatly welcome this new opportunity to
showcase such an array of stellar
photographers.”

Source: http://www.barbican.org.uk/news/artformnews/
art/visual-art-2014-constructing-wor

There is
sound dissection and analysis of the
exhibition from one of the curators here in Port
Magazine.

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/

Blog | Droog.com
Visit Droog at MAISON&OBJET
PARIS 2014 - Droog is bringing
its interior design collection
with new arrivals to
MAISON&OBJET PARIS. We
kindly invite you to drop by
and visit our stand.
MAISON&OBJET...
3 weeks ago

Dust & Grooves ~ Vinyl.
Music. Culture
Mickey McGowan – San Rafael,
CA - Culture’s Keeper Words by
Josiah Titus | Photos by Eilon
Paz ickey McGowan’s
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Posted by chris roberts at 06:54
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No comments:
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Save the Bees with Barnes & Webb

reverence for cultural relics is
contagious. It awakens a
desire to daydream a...
5 weeks ago

LP Cover Lover
Are ya’all experienced? - The
Porter Wagoner Experience
RCA Records
5 weeks ago

Fits and bursts
Always and
never at the
same time
[2014] - 'Always
and never at the
same time' a
sentence and a piece of work
which at its crux is a discord born out of the contradiction
between the words 'Alw...
1 month ago

Flyer Goodness
Update - Life gets crazy for
everyone, and we are no
exception. Posts have been
extremely rare and sporadic
lately, but we want to assure
that Flyer Goodness is not...
1 month ago

Planetary Folklore
Maison Klaus - Listening to...
1 month ago

My friends Barnes and Webb are launching their Save
the Bees campaign this week with an exhibition of
prints and one-off art works which will be auctioned
to raise money. Illustrator Anthony Burrill has been
involved, producing the poster and this recognisable
typographic statement that is common in his work.
With over 30 artists and illustrators getting behind
the campaign, its likely to be a great success.

[BENJAMIN MURPHY]
[New miniatures
available in
shop] - New
miniature
electrical tape
drawings
available on my online shop,
address below. SHOP
www.benjaminmurphy.bigcarte
l....
1 month ago

Stephen Fowler
Getting ready
for Primitive
Printmaking. I'm preparing for
my 'Primitive
Printmaking'
summer school at the
University of the West of
England. *Part field trip/part
print-room based, this
experient...
2 months ago

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/
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soundboard.thexx.info
Thinking back to this time last
year, when we headlined
The... - Thinking back to this
time last year, when we
headlined The Other Stage at
Glastonbury, it was such a
massive moment for us. We
hope everyone had an amaz...
3 months ago

muir vidler
Launch Party for my New
Website - While people have
been out strolling around in
the sunshine half-naked or
watching the World Cup in
crap pubs, doing whatever it is
people do, I’ve been...
3 months ago

convoy
The launch party is going to be soundtracked by Mudd
of Claremont 56 fame, who has produced and released
some of my favorite music of the last 5 years. Check
some out here:

- [image: image] [image:
image] [image: image] [image:
image] [image: image] [image:
image] [image: image] [image:
image] [image: image] [image:
ima...
3 months ago

"NO BREASTS NO
REQUESTS"

Safari Power Saver
Click to Start Flash Plug-in

So, by that logic, play some
Johnny Cash? (Source:
meowmargs) - So, by that
logic, play some Johnny Cash?
(Source: meowmargs)
3 months ago

Record Envelope
INTERNATIONAL·INTERNATIONA
L - Electrola, German record
company sleeve, subsidiary
label of Universal Music Group.
3 months ago

Fuck yeah, Schallplatten!
The World’s Largest Record
Collections - The World’s
Largest Record Collections
4 months ago

material salva+ion
Posted by chris roberts at 09:40

1 comment:
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Similarly Different at The Print House
Originally devised as a project with Graphics

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/

"Art is made by the alone for
the alone." - “Art is made by
the alone for the alone.” *Luis Barragán (via think-on)*
4 months ago

The Acid House
R.I.P Frankie Knuckles… You
will be missed - I awoke this
morning and read the terribly
sad news that the Godfather
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students at the University for the Creative Arts,
Farnham and Portland State University in Oregon,
USA. Students developed bodies of work following
sharing of information about themselves, their
places of work, study and domestic environments.
This meeting of similar but different students
several thousand miles apart resulted in some work
that was intuitive, somewhat shared and at times
imagined based on on lie discussions and
email correspondence.
The work was subsequently exhibited at
both institutions and a book to accompany
the exhibitions was published.

of House Frankie Knuckles
passed away on Monday 31st
March, our thoughts are with
...
6 months ago

viscommer
Stephen Smith Neasden Control
Centre - Talk
from Stephen
Smith from
Neasden Control
Centre. 10:00 am Thursday
10th April in W02 lecture
theatre. Please be on time...
6 months ago

today and tomorrow
Keys Jacket - I’m fascinated by
this jacket. Can’t explain why.
I just am. Photo by Rebecca
Storm.
6 months ago

BLACK SCORE . Too Drunk
To Crunk
Blog: Mag Head X Kate [image: Click to enlarge]
11 months ago

JJJJound
1 year ago

Sub-Studio Design Blog
ICARUS_13 ft. SAT ONE &
ROIDS 1 year ago

THE VINYL VILLAIN

Here

UCA

Foundation

tutors

'Nervous'

Stephen

Fowler

and

David

Blackmore study the publication.

This year the Similarly Different project engaged
students from the London College of Communication
and again the Portland State University in Oregon,
USA. This time the students were actually able to
meet in person, rather than in hyperspace.
The resulting workshops utilisjng the various print
facilities such as letterpress and screen print at

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/

SATURDAY'S
SCOTTISH
SINGLE (Part 68)
- From the
band's own
website:- *Kid
Canaveral are an alternative
pop group based in Edinburgh,
and the indiepop poster
children of the Fence Records
roste...
1 year ago

mayhem and miscellany
- *[Thomas
Barbey]* A thick
layer of dust
seems to have
settled over this
corner of the
internet. I feel like I'm writing
into an echo chamber, hearing
my o...
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LCC under the tutorage of Oswin (Small Fury) Tickler
and Craig (Skipratmedia) Burston resulted in a
series of collaborative pieces that explored
students ideas and conjured imagery to their related
and common concepts. Combinations of text, image and
drawing manifested in these exciting and immediate
prints.
The work this time was exhibited in July at the
Printhouse Gallery in Dalston. (Images below)- I
particularly enjoyed seeing the spontaneous
and quickly developed works, with their cultural and
regional references clear to see. What was
especially nice, was when students had clearly
responded to and worked well with one another to
produce images that broke the mould and pushed
the boundaries of the concept.

01/10/2014 20:47

1 year ago

RCRD LBL
STREAM: Charles Bradley - You
Put The Flame On It - On "You
Put The Flame On It," soul
music's reigning PhD *Charles
Bradley* cranks out a
deliriously timeless summer
love song with the trusted
help of his...
1 year ago

Facial Awareness
rob kulisek - rob kulisek
1 year ago

Sleevage
MACKLEMORE & RYAN LEWIS:
THE HEIST DELUXE EDITION He topped Triple J’s Hottest
100 with his Thrift Shop tune
which generated more than 68
million views to it’s film clip
on Youtube. Yet, as uncool as
it is...
1 year ago

this is the Hand Drawn Map
Association
this is map #325 - 325 : 50
Juan Larrea Juan Larrea's 50th
birthday party was at a
restaurant in a gas station
where he cooked for more
than 40 people. He drew this
map as...
2 years ago

Everyday Workshop
-

sweet thunder - tape
findings
-

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/
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Oswin fixing some askew masking tape

http://chrisroberts72.blogspot.co.uk/
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Posted by chris roberts at 08:03
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